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Motor training to improve walking and balance function is a common aspect of
rehabilitation following motor-incomplete spinal cord injury (MISCI). Evidence suggests
that moderate- to high-intensity exercise facilitates neuroplastic mechanisms that
support motor skill acquisition and learning. Furthermore, enhancing corticospinal
drive via transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) may augment the effects of
motor training. In this pilot study, we investigated whether a brief moderate-intensity
locomotor-related motor skill training (MST) circuit, with and without tDCS, improved
walking and balance outcomes in persons with MISCI. In addition, we examined
potential differences between within-day (online) and between-day (offline) effects
of MST. Twenty-six adults with chronic MISCI, who had some walking ability, were
enrolled in a 5-day double-blind, randomized study with a 3-day intervention period.
Participants were assigned to an intensive locomotor MST circuit and concurrent
application of either sham tDCS (MST+tDCSsham) or active tDCS (MST+tDCS). The
primary outcome was overground walking speed measured during the 10-meter walk
test. Secondary outcomes included spatiotemporal gait characteristics (cadence and
stride length), peak trailing limb angle (TLA), intralimb coordination (ACC), the Berg
Balance Scale (BBS), and the Falls Efficacy Scale-International (FES-I) questionnaire.
Analyses revealed a significant effect of the MST circuit, with improvements in walking
speed, cadence, bilateral stride length, stronger limb TLA, weaker limb ACC, BBS, and
FES-I observed in both the MST+tDCSsham and MST+tDCS groups. No differences
in outcomes were observed between groups. Between-day change accounted for a
greater percentage of the overall change in walking outcomes. In persons with MISCI,
brief intensive MST involving a circuit of ballistic, cyclic locomotor-related skill activities
improved walking outcomes, and selected strength and balance outcomes; however,
concurrent application of tDCS did not further enhance the effects of MST.

Clinical Trial Registration: [ClinicalTrials.gov], identifier [NCT03237234].
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INTRODUCTION

Recovery of motor function, including walking and balance,
is central to rehabilitation for persons with motor-incomplete
spinal cord injury (MISCI). Given the functional and health-
related value of standing and walking (Olson et al., 2018), even
small improvements in locomotor function can have a significant
impact on the long-term health, quality of life, and community
re-integration of people living with MISCI (Hiremath et al., 2017;
Gasper et al., 2019; McMillan et al., 2021). Because resources
often limit the amount of time that persons with SCI have
access to rehabilitation services, therapies that extract the greatest
benefit in the least amount of time are of ongoing interest.
Further, because ongoing practice is important for maintaining
gains acquired during rehabilitation, there is value in examining
training approaches that could feasibly be carried out with
supervision in the home or a community setting once individuals
are discharged from traditional rehabilitation.

The restoration of motor function after neurological injury
is dependent on the extent to which motor learning (i.e., the
acquisition and long-term retention of new or previously learned
motor skills) can be optimized. Frameworks for conceptualizing
motor skill acquisition and retention have been described
extensively (Schmidt, 1975; Higgins, 1991). Existing evidence
indicates that training-induced motor learning is achieved
through a combination of online (within-day) and offline
(between-day) processes (Robertson et al., 2004; Reis et al.,
2009; Dayan and Cohen, 2011). The mechanisms underlying
performance improvements observed within minutes to hours
of a single training session (online learning) are different from
those observed in the day(s) between training sessions (offline
learning) (El-Sayes et al., 2019; Wanner et al., 2020). Various
interventions have been deployed with the aim of specifically
targeting mechanisms that support motor skill acquisition and
retention. Intensive exercise (Singh et al., 2014a; Skriver et al.,
2014) and non-invasive brain stimulation (Nitsche et al., 2003;
Gomes-Osman and Field-Fote, 2015) have been explored as
viable neuromodulation approaches that have the capacity to
reinforce mechanisms that subserve neuroplasticity and motor
learning through both online and offline processes.

Recent findings emphasize the importance of training intensity
as a means of improving motor function and influencing
neuroplasticity in persons with neuropathology (Fisher et al.,
2008; Mang et al., 2013; Leech et al., 2016; Holleran et al.,
2018). Of particular interest is the intensity-dependent release
of brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), which facilitates
and supports neuroplastic events within the nervous system

Abbreviations: 10MWT, 10-meter walk test; ACC, angular component of the
coefficient of correspondence; BBS, Berg Balance Scale; BDNF, brain-derived
neurotrophic factor; D1, day-1 baseline test; D2pre, day-2 pre-test; D2post, day-
2 post-test; D3pre, day-3 pre-test; D3post, day-3 post-test; D4pre, day-4 pre-test;
D4post, day-4 post-test; D5, day-5 24-h post-intervention test; Falls Efficacy
Scale-International. FES-I; GXT, graded exercise test; HRavg, average heart rate;
HRpeak, peak heart rate; HRR, heart rate reserve; LEMS, lower extremity motor
score; MISCI, motor-incomplete spinal cord injury; MST, motor skill training;
MST+tDCSsham, motor skill training plus sham tDCS stimulation; MST+tDCS,
motor skill training plus active transcranial direct current stimulation; SCI, spinal
cord injury; tDCS, transcranial direct current stimulation; TLA, trailing limb angle.

(Yoshi and Constantine-Paton, 2009; McDonnell et al., 2013;
Guo et al., 2014, 2018; Mang et al., 2014; Phillips et al., 2014;
Skriver et al., 2014; Dinoff et al., 2016; Cobianchi et al., 2017;
Inoue et al., 2018). Exogenous delivery of BDNF is associated
with synaptic strengthening, neuronal sprouting, and improved
locomotor recovery in pre-clinical models of SCI (Jakeman
et al., 1998). Moderate- to high-intensity exercise is associated
with increased endogenous levels of BDNF in persons with
SCI (Rojas Vega et al., 2008; Leech and Hornby, 2017). In
neurologically intact adults, a single session of intense cycling
is associated with an increase in serum BDNF (Skriver et al.,
2014) and enhanced motor cortical activity (Holman and Staines,
2021), which, in both cases, were positively correlated with
retention of a novel motor task. It is believed that higher-
intensity motor training is superior to lower-intensity training
for improving motor function through the upregulation and
release of BDNF that encourages mechanisms that support skill
acquisition and learning.

Transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) is increasingly
used in rehabilitation research as a neuromodulatory approach
to influence excitability of cortical (Nitsche and Paulus, 2000)
and cerebellar (Celnik, 2015) networks. Most often, the aim is
to “prime” neural circuits to increase corticospinal activation and
to augment effects of motor skill training (Sriraman et al., 2014;
Page et al., 2015). Evidence in non-injured adults indicates that
concurrent application of anodal-tDCS over the primary motor
cortex with motor skill training enhances learning by facilitating
offline mechanisms that support motor program consolidation
(Reis et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2021b). Furthermore, cathodal-
tDCS over the cerebellum reduces the inhibitory influence of
the cerebellum on thalamo-cortical structures involved in motor
control (Galea et al., 2009) and is associated with improved
locomotor and balance function in persons with neuropathology
(Kaski et al., 2013).

Several prior studies by our lab and others have investigated
tDCS for augmenting upper extremity training in persons with
tetraplegia (Gomes-Osman and Field-Fote, 2015; Yozbatiran
et al., 2016; Cortes et al., 2017; Estes et al., 2017; Potter-
Baker et al., 2018). Very little is known about the influence
of combining tDCS with motor training to improve lower
extremity motor function in persons with MISCI. To date,
only two studies have examined this combinatorial intervention
approach for improving locomotor and balance function. Both
involved the application of tDCS along with robotic-assisted
treadmill training (Kumru et al., 2016; Raithatha et al., 2016),
which is a locomotor training approach that often lacks intensity
(Kressler et al., 2013) and is rarely accessible to persons with
MISCI once discharged to the home. Moreover, neither study
examined the acute temporal influence (i.e., within- and between-
day responses) associated with these combined interventions.
Characterizing online vs. offline training effects in persons with
MISCI will be valuable for future studies aimed at exploring
the potential mechanisms underlying motor learning following
combined motor training and tDCS.

In light of the above, locomotor skill training that capitalizes
on the neuroplastic effects of intensive exercise and can be
implemented in the home or community may have potential for
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meaningful impact on the long-term restoration and retention
of walking and balance function. Additionally, training effects
may be augmented by tDCS by influencing mechanisms that
support motor skill acquisition and consolidation. Previously,
we reported significant persistent effects of 3 days of intensive
locomotor skill training on measures of walking ability (Evans
and Field-Fote, 2022). The purpose of this study was to examine
the within-day and between-day effects of three consecutive
days of moderate-intensity motor skill training (MST), with and
without tDCS, on measures of walking and balance function
in persons with MISCI. We hypothesized that MST would
be associated with improvements in walking and balance
function and that the addition of tDCS would lead to greater
improvements than MST alone.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Design
This pilot study was conducted as a multi-session double-
blind, randomized intervention (ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier:
NCT03237234). Participants were randomly assigned to
one of two groups ([1] MST with concurrent sham tDCS
[MST+tDCSsham] or [2] MST with concurrent active tDCS
[MST+tDCS]) using the REDCap randomization module.
Participants, trainers, and assessors were blinded to tDCS
group allocation. The tDCS was applied by a staff member not
otherwise involved in the study. The study was carried-out over
five consecutive days (Monday-Friday), with three intervention
days (Tuesday–Thursday). The 3-day intervention was selected
to establish preliminary evidence of efficacy prior to undertaking
a longer study. Outcomes were assessed at baseline on Day-1
(D1) and 24-h post-intervention on Day-5 (D5) to examine
cumulative and persistent effects of intervention. To examine
within- and between-day effects of intervention on outcome
measures associated with walking, a subset of selected outcomes
were assessed pre- (D2pre, D3pre, D4pre) and post-intervention
(D2post, D3post, D4post) on each intervention day (Figure 1).

Study Sample
The sample size was calculated on the basis of change in
the primary outcome measure (overground walking speed)
previously reported in participants with MISCI, wherein an effect
size of 0.69 was identified (Manella et al., 2013). To achieve
a power = 0.80 at α = 0.10 (one-sided), a sample size of 15
participants per group was calculated (G∗Power 3.1: F tests,
ANOVA repeated measures, between-factors). Inclusion criteria
were: (a) chronic MISCI (≥12 months) at/above the neurological
level T10, (b) aged 18–70 years, (c) able to stand for ≥5 min, and
(d) able to advance each leg independently ≥3 steps. Exclusion
criteria were: (a) progressive spinal lesions, (b) uncontrolled
cardiorespiratory conditions, (c) altered cognitive status, (d)
orthopedic pathology, (e) intracranial metal, and (f) history of
seizures. Injury characteristics [i.e., ASIA Impairment Scale (AIS)
classification and lower extremity motor scores (LEMS)] were
obtained at the time of enrollment from participant medical

records (if completed within the prior 6-months) or following
neurological examination by a member of the research team.

Interventions
Motor Skill Training
Details of the MST intervention have been described previously
(Evans and Field-Fote, 2022). Briefly, six activities were selected
that could feasibly be performed (with supervision) in the home
or a wellness setting, with the aim of targeting muscle groups
and movement patterns important to walking ability in persons
with SCI (Crozier et al., 1992; Kim et al., 2004; Wirth et al.,
2008a; van Middendorp et al., 2011). Each motor task was
performed for 60 seconds in consecutive order and repeated
4 times as a circuit (Figure 2). Participants were asked to
complete as many repetitions as possible in the time allotted
for each activity. The MST activities were intended to challenge
upright standing balance and promote rapid volitional activation
and deactivation of lower extremity muscles (i.e., hip, knee,
and ankle extensors/flexors) through movements characterized
by cyclic (Vietnen and Welch, 2020) and/or ballistic (Cordner
et al., 2021) sequences. One seated activity was included in the
circuit to provide an opportunity for active rest. For participants
with greater motor impairment, modifications that did not
substantively alter the intent of the activity were provided to
ensure that all participants could complete each task. Examples
included: providing a fixed bar for upper extremity support in
cases where balance deficits made completing an activity unsafe
or impossible (e.g., attempting a ballistic jump during activity
#4); and providing manual assistance in cases where participants
lacked sufficient strength to achieve the range of motion needed
to accomplish the goal of the task (e.g., lifting the foot to the step
during activity #2).

Training intensity was monitored continuously throughout
the MST circuit and quantified via heart rate obtained using a
chest-worn monitor and wristwatch (Polar FT1; Polar Electro
Inc., Woodbury, NY, United States). Average (HRavg) and peak
(HRpeak) heart rate were recorded for each session. During
MST, participants were encouraged to perform the activities
as rapidly as possible with the intent to maintain a moderate
exercise intensity, recognized as 40–60% heart rate reserve (HRR)
(ACSM et al., 2018). Ranges for %HRR were established for each
participant according to resting heart rate and HRpeak obtained
from baseline maximal graded exercise testing performed via
upper body cycle ergometer (Monark 881E Arm Ergometer;
Monark Exercise AB, Vansbro, Sweden). Graded exercise testing
procedures followed accepted practices (ACSM et al., 2018).

Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation
TDCS (ActivaDose II; Activa Tek Inc., Gilroy, CA, United States)
was delivered via two 5 × 5 cm electrodes (0.9% saline-soaked
sponges): the anode was placed slightly anterior to the vertex
over bilateral primary motor cortices, and the cathode was
placed at the inion over the cerebellum. This electrode montage
was chosen based on previous reports for modulation of brain
regions involved in lower extremity motor control (Kaski et al.,
2012, 2013; Mang et al., 2016). Electrodes were secured using
elastic straps that had been marked to replicate placement
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FIGURE 1 | Study design with outcomes collected at baseline Day-1 (D1), pre-/post-intervention on Day-2 (D2), Day-3 (D3), Day-4 (D4), and 24-h post-intervention
on Day-5 (D5). MST+tDCSsham, motor skill training plus sham transcranial direct current stimulation; MST+tDCS, motor skill training plus active transcranial direct
current stimulation.

location. For participants in the active tDCS condition, 20-min of
stimulation was delivered concurrently with MST at an intensity
of 2 mA (current density = 0.80 A/m2; charge density = 0.96
kC/m2). For participants receiving sham tDCS, set-up procedures
were identical to the active tDCS condition; however, a ramp-
up/ramp-down sequence was employed wherein stimulation was
gradually increased to 2 mA and then decreased to 0 mA over
approximately 40-s at the start of each MST session. Study
personnel involved in administering tDCS were not involved in
any other aspect of the study, and those involved in MST delivery
and data collection were blinded to the stimulation condition.

Outcome Measures
Walking Measures
The primary outcome measure of walking ability was overground
walking speed (m/s), which is a common clinical measure and
is predictive of community independence among persons with
SCI (van Hedel and Group, 2006; van Silfhout et al., 2017).

FIGURE 2 | Locomotor-related motor skill training (MST) circuit. Six exercises
were performed for one minute each, and the circuit was completed four
times. Target MST intensity was 40–59% of heart rate reserve. Images of a
representative participant completing the circuit can be found elsewhere
(Evans and Field-Fote, 2022).

Measures of walking speed were obtained during the 10-meter
walk test (10MWT). At each time point, participants completed
three, 10 MWT trials over a 14-m path with 2-meter acceleration
and deceleration zones located at the beginning and end of
the path. Walk trials were separated by 2-min of seated rest.
Instructions provided prior to each walk were to “walk as quickly
and as safely as possible.” Participants were permitted to use their
usual assistive devices, which included rolling walkers (n = 10),
crutches/canes (n = 6), ankle-foot orthoses (n = 3), and a Swedish
knee cage (n = 1). Assistive walking devices were kept consistent
between all walk trials. Mean walking speed of the three walk
trials at each time point was used in the analysis.

Secondary outcome measures of walking ability included
kinematic measures of gait quality. Kinematic data were obtained
during each 10MWT using a 3D inertial measurement unit
(IMU) motion capture system (Xsens MVN Biomech Awinda;
Xsens Technologies BV, Enschede, NL) and a 7-meter-long
instrumented walkway (GAITRite; CIR Systems Inc., Sparta,
NJ, United States). Body dimensions were measured, and IMU
sensors were affixed by elastic straps to the head, sternum,
and pelvis, and bilaterally to the hands, forearms, upper
arms, shoulders, thighs, shanks, and feet in accordance with
manufacturer’s specifications. IMU calibration was performed
with participants standing in the fundamental position (N-
pose; with arms by their sides and without the use of an
assistive device). Kinematic data were sampled at 60 hz for
each walk trial. A customized computer code was developed in
MATLAB (version R2021a; The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA,
United States) to extract relevant kinematic data generated by the
IMU system (version 2019.0.0; Xsens MVN, Enschede, NL).

Stride frequency (i.e., cadence) and stride length are coupled
to walking speed modulation in persons with SCI (Pepin et al.,
2003) and therefore, were considered outcomes of interest. Stride
frequency (strides/min) and stride length (cm) of the stronger
and weaker lower limbs were extracted for each walk trial
from full steps registered along the length of the instrumented
walkway. Data from partial steps acquired at the beginning
and the end of the instrumented walkway were excluded, and
the average value across the three walk trials was used in the
analysis. Outcomes extracted from IMU data included the peak
trailing limb angle (TLA [◦]) and the angular component of
the coefficient of correspondence (ACC). Propulsive force is
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diminished in persons with SCI and is associated with a reduction
in overground walking speed (Peters et al., 2018). Sixty-five
percent of the increase in propulsive force generated during
walking speed modulation can be attributed to increases in the
TLA (Hsiao et al., 2015). Peak TLA has been characterized and
validated as a surrogate measure of propulsive force in healthy
adults (Hsiao et al., 2015) as well as in persons with stroke (Lewek
and Sawicki, 2019). We examined the extent to which the TLA
of the stronger and weaker limbs was amenable to intervention.
MATLAB output for TLA quantification was validated against
TLA data obtained from a non-injured test participant using a
3D optical motion capture system (Vicon Motion Systems Ltd.,
United Kingdom) previously used to quantify the TLA (Miyazaki
et al., 2019). Briefly, the positions of anatomical landmarks
in the global frame were determined beginning at the pelvis
and moving distally to the lower extremities and feet using a
link segment (kinematic chain) model. For both the left and
right lower extremities, TLA was calculated from sagittal plane
kinematics according to the angle created by the vertical line
passing through the hip and ankle joint during IMU calibration
and the line connecting the location of the hip and ankle joint
during each stride (Miyazaki et al., 2019). TLA values obtained
during the acceleration and deceleration periods of each walk trial
were excluded by calculating peak TLA from the average value
obtained during the middle 50% of strides. The average peak TLA
(for each lower limb) from all walk trials at each time point was
used in the analysis.

Intralimb coordination of the weaker and stronger limbs was
calculated according to the angular component of the coefficient
of correspondence (ACC) based on methods previously
developed by members of our team (Tepavac and Field-Fote,
2001). The ACC indicates the degree of stride cycle-to-cycle
variability in hip-knee relative motion plots. Prior investigations
have used this approach to examine intralimb coordination
as a measure of the integrated function of motor systems
involved in cyclic locomotor behavior in persons with SCI
(Field-Fote and Tepavac, 2002; Nooijen et al., 2009; Awai and
Curt, 2014; Holleran et al., 2018). In keeping with these reports,
we quantified the consistency of cycle-to-cycle kinematics of the
hip and knee joints. Similar to TLA calculations, a single ACC
value for each lower limb was computed from the middle 50% of
strides for each walk trial, and the average ACC of three walks at
each time point was used in the analysis. An ACC value of “1”
indicates perfect cycle-to-cycle hip-knee angle consistency and a
value of “0” indicates no cycle-to-cycle consistency. Stronger and
weaker limbs identified for stride length, TLA, and ACC were
determined from lower extremity motor scores obtained from
manual muscle tests at baseline (D1). All walking measures were
collected at all-time points over the course of the study.

Balance Function
Balance performance and mobility confidence were assessed at
baseline and at 24-h post-intervention using the Berg Balance
Scale (BBS) (Lemay and Nadeau, 2010) and the Falls Efficacy
Scale-International (FES-I) (Dewan and MacDermid, 2014),
respectively. The BBS contains 14 functional test items with each
item scored on a 0–4 scale, with “0” indicating the lowest level of
function and “4” indicating the highest level of function. Higher

scores on the BBS indicate better balance performance. In persons
with SCI, concern for falling limits individual performance
during overground motor tasks irrespective of functional ability
to perform the task (John et al., 2010) and may influence balance
performance. Fear of falling was assessed using the FES-I 16-item
questionnaire. Each question addresses the participant’s concern
for falling during specific activities of daily living. Participants
were asked to rate their concern for falling on each item using
a four-point scale, where “1” indicates “Not at all concerned”
and “4” indicates “Very concerned.” Higher scores on the FES-I
indicate a greater fear of falling. To minimize participant burden,
the BBS and the FES-I were only performed at baseline (D1) and
24-h post-intervention (D5). Total scores for both measures were
used in the analysis.

Data Analysis
Data were managed in Microsoft Excel and analyzed using
SPSS v27 (IBM Corp, 2020). Outcomes were examined for
outliers and distributional abnormalities. One participant in the
MST+tDCS group did not complete D4post testing. In this case,
mean replacement for the D4post time point was used based on
the average of the previous two post-intervention time points.
Mean group-level and full sample training characteristics (i.e.,
total training duration, training intensity) were calculated by first
recording the mean total time and %HRR for each participant
at each time point and then taking the average of these values
across all intervention days (i.e., [D2 mean value + D3 mean
value + D4 mean value]/3). The effects of intervention on
walking speed, cadence, stride length, TLA, BBS, and FES-I
were examined using a linear mixed-effects model with TIME,
GROUP, and TIME×GROUP interaction treated as fixed effects.
SUBJECT was identified as a random factor using a “random
intercepts by participant” approach. Covariance structure was
modeled using variance components, with α set a priori at 0.10.
An alpha of 0.10 was selected based on recommendations for
designing and implementing pilot studies in clinical research
(Moore et al., 2011), where higher levels of type I error rates
(e.g., 10–25%) are accepted in order to screen for potential
efficacious treatments and to avoid falsely rejecting interventions
that may be beneficial. Model parameters were calculated using
restricted maximum likelihood estimation (for small sample
sizes; Meteyard and Davies, 2020). Degrees of freedom estimation
was performed using Satterthwaite approximation. Given that
participants completed multiple walk trials at each time point and
to rule out the possible influence of walking speed variance on
outcomes, we calculated the SD of the 3 walking speeds obtained
from each participant at each time point. Linear mixed-effects
model analysis revealed no differences in walk speed variance
across TIME, F(7, 182) = 1.16, p = 0.327, or between GROUPs,
F(1, 182) = 3.21, p = 0.075.

In the presence of significant findings for the primary and
secondary outcome measures, post hoc pairwise comparisons
examining differences in outcomes between time points were
performed using paired-samples t-tests. In keeping with concern
for falsely rejecting possible beneficial treatments, and given the
small sample size of our study, we followed recommendations
for developing exploratory and early phase studies (Feise, 2002;
Parker and Weir, 2020) in which adjustment for multiple
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comparisons are not advised in order to decrease the chance of
committing type II errors and to overcome the need to increase
the sample size, which was not possible due to early termination
of the study due to COVID-19 restrictions.

To examine within-day and between-day responses to
intervention, cumulative change in outcomes for all within-
day and between-day time points were calculated and
between-groups and full sample differences were compared
using independent samples t-test and paired samples t-test,
respectively. ACC data for the stronger and weaker limbs were
negatively skewed with significant Shapiro-Wilk’s tests (p < 0.05)
at all-time points; therefore, ACC data were analyzed using
nonparametric tests. Differences within stronger and weaker
limb ACC over TIME were analyzed using the Friedman test.
GROUP differences in change for the stronger and weaker
limb ACC were examined using the Mann-Whitney U-test.
Post hoc comparisons of differences between time points were
examined using a Wilcoxon signed-rank test. Descriptive
statistics for parametric analyses are reported as mean (SD)
and for nonparametric tests are reported as median (IQR).
Responsiveness of the primary outcome (overground walking
speed) to intervention was assessed via Cohen’s dz (Lakens, 2013)
according to criteria established for effect size (ES) interpretation
in multicomponent rehabilitation interventions (Kinney et al.,
2020), where ES was considered small (d = 0.14), medium
(d = 0.31), or large (d = 0.55).

RESULTS

Participants
Twenty-six participants with chronic, MISCI were enrolled
in the study between March, 2017 to March, 2020, with
one withdrawal after baseline testing. The intended sample
size of 30 participants (15/group) was not reached due to
early termination of enrollment. Two protocol deviations (2
participants enrolled at 11-months post-injury) were considered
necessary to maximize our recruitment targets. Randomization
resulted in 14 participants allocated to the MST+tDCSsham group
and 11 participants allocated to the MST+tDCS group (Figure 3).
Individual participant characteristics at baseline are presented in
Table 1. Documented adverse events during the study have been
reported previously (Evans and Field-Fote, 2022) and included
cases of mild-to-moderate headache following tDCS and delayed-
onset muscle soreness following MST. There were no between-
groups differences in MST duration, t(23) = −0.13, p = 0.90,
or intensity, t(23) = −0.25, p = 0.80. Mean MST duration and
intensity for the full study sample was 37 min (SD = 6.1) and
51.9% HRR (SD = 14.3), respectively. Individual and group mean
training duration at each intervention time point have been
reported previously (Evans and Field-Fote, 2022).

Outcomes
Walking Measures
Overground Walking Speed
Analyses revealed a significant effect of TIME on walking speed,
F(7, 161) = 11.69, p < 0.001. Neither GROUP nor TIME ×

GROUP interaction contributed to differences. In the absence
of between-groups or interaction effects, post hoc comparisons
for the main effect of TIME were performed for the full study
sample. Post hoc comparisons revealed a significant increase in
walking speed that persisted from D1 (M = 0.69 m/s, SD = 0.51)
to D5 (M = 0.82 m/s, SD = 0.51), t(24) = 4.98, p < 0.001.
A significant increase in walking speed was also observed over the
3-day intervention period from D2pre (M = 0.75 m/s, SD = 0.50)
to D4post (M = 0.81 m/s, SD = 0.50), t(24) = 3.05, p = 0.006.
Responsiveness of walking speed to intervention over the 5-day
study period was large (ES = 1.04).

Paired comparisons of between-day time points revealed a
significant increase in walking speed from D1 to D2pre (M = 0.75
m/s, SD = 0.50), t(24) = 3.78, p = 0.001, and from D2post
(M = 0.75 m/s, SD = 0.50) to D3pre (M = 0.78 m/s, SD = 0.48),
t(24) = 2.36, p = 0.027. There were no differences in walking
speed for within-day time points. Cumulative between-day
change accounted for 84.6% of the overall change in walking
speed from D1 to D5 (61M = 0.11 m/s, SD = 0.19), while
within-day change accounted for 15.4% of the total change
(61M = 0.02 m/s, SD = 0.14). Differences in cumulative within-
day and between-day change were not statistically significant.
Group-level paired comparisons of walking speed for the
MST+tDCSsham and MST+tDCS groups, along with the full
study sample, are presented in Figure 4. Individual participant
data for walking speed at each time point are provided in
Supplementary Figure 1. Within-day and between-day change
in walking speed is reported in Table 2.

Cadence and Stride Length
Analyses revealed a significant effect of TIME on cadence, F(7,
160) = 12.71, p < 0.001, stronger limb stride length, F(7,
160) = 10.31, p < 0.001, and weaker limb stride length, F(7,
160) = 9.73, p < 0.001. There were no effects of GROUP or TIME
×GROUP interaction on cadence or stride length of the stronger
or weaker limb. Failing to observe between-groups differences or
interaction effects, post hoc analyses were performed using data
from the full study sample.

Post hoc analyses revealed a significant increase in cadence
that persisted from D1 (M = 72.5 strides/min, SD = 35.5)
to D5 (M = 81.8 strides/min, SD = 34.2), t(24) = 5.13,
p < 0.001. Analyses of the 3-day intervention period revealed a
significant increase in cadence from D2pre (M = 76.7 strides/min,
SD = 33.8) to immediately following intervention at D4post
(M = 81.2 strides/min, SD = 34.6), t(24) = 3.19, p = 0.004. Paired
comparisons of between-day time points revealed significant
increases in cadence from D1 to D2pre, t(24) = 2.70, p = 0.012, and
from D2post (M = 77.1 strides/min, SD = 34.0) to D3pre (M = 79.1
strides/min, SD = 33.2), t(24) = 2.19, p = 0.039. There were
no within-day differences in cadence. Differences in cumulative
within-day and between-day change were not significant.

Significant increases were observed for stronger limb stride
length from D1 (M = 101.3 cm, SD = 32.9) to D5 (M = 109.8 cm,
SD = 32.2), t(24) = 4.58, p < 0.001, and for weaker limb
stride length from D1 (M = 101.5 cm, SD = 33.3) to D5
(M = 110.2 cm, SD = 32.2), t(24) = 4.79, p < 0.001. Analyses
of the 3-day intervention period revealed a significant increase
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FIGURE 3 | Recruitment, enrollment, and group allocation flow diagram.

in stronger stride length from D2pre (M = 107.1 cm, SD = 32.1)
to immediately following intervention at D4post (M = 110.1 cm,
SD = 31.4), t(24) = 2.06, p = 0.051, as well as weaker stride length
from D2pre (M = 107.2 cm, SD = 32.1) to D4post (M = 110.4 cm,
SD = 31.7), t(24) = 2.05, p = 0.051. Pairwise comparisons
of between-day time points for stronger limb stride length
revealed significant increases from D1 to D2pre, t(24) = 4.00,
p = 0.001, and from D2post (M = 106.4 cm, SD = 31.7) to D3pre
(M = 109.0 cm, SD = 30.7), t(24) = 2.25, p = 0.034. Likewise,
between-day increases in weaker limb stride length were observed
from D1 to D2pre, t(24) = 4.01, p = 0.001, and from D2post
(M = 106.0 cm, SD = 31.4) to D3pre (M = 109.0 cm, SD = 31.1),
t(24) = 2.57, p = 0.017. There were no within-day differences
in stride length for the stronger or weaker limbs. Furthermore,
differences in cumulative within-day and between-day change
were not significant. Paired comparisons of cadence and stride
length for the full study sample are reported in Table 2.

Trailing Limb Angle and ACC
Analyses revealed a significant effect of TIME, F(7, 161) = 3.10,
p< 0.01, but no effect of GROUP or TIME×GROUP interaction
on stronger limb TLA. There was no effect of TIME, GROUP,
or TIME × GROUP interaction on weaker limb TLA. Analyses

revealed a significant effect of TIME on stronger limb ACC,
χ2(7) = 24.22, p = 0.001, and weaker limb ACC, χ2(7) = 23.40,
p = 0.001. There were no GROUP differences in change in
stronger or weaker limb ACC across time points. In the absence
of GROUP differences, post hoc analyses for stronger limb TLA
and weaker and stronger limb ACC were carried out using the
full study sample.

Post hoc analyses revealed a significant increase in stronger
limb TLA that persisted from D1 (M = 19.2◦, SD = 4.5) to D5
(M = 20.5◦, SD = 3.9), t(24) = 2.42, p = 0.023. There were no
differences in stronger TLA from D2pre to immediately following
intervention at D4post. Pairwise comparisons of between-day
time points revealed a significant decrease in stronger limb TLA
from D3post to D4pre (M = 20.2◦, SD = 3.9), t(24) = −2.25,
p = 0.034, while within-day comparisons revealed a significant
increase from D3pre (M = 20.1◦, SD = 4.5) to D3post (M = 20.9◦,
SD = 3.4), t(24) = 2.29, p = 0.031.

Post hoc analyses revealed a significant increase in weaker limb
ACC that persisted from D1 (Md = 0.91, IQR = 0.82–0.94) to D5
(Md = 0.93, IQR = 0.88–0.96), Z = −2.53, p = 0.011. Differences
in weaker ACC were not significant from D2pre to D4post. There
were no differences in stronger limb ACC from D1 to D5 or
from D2pre to D4post. Pairwise comparisons of between-day
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TABLE 1 | Individual participant characteristics according to intervention group at baseline.

Intervention group Participant Sex Age BMI TSI NLI AIS LEMS GXT
HRpeak

GXT
VO2peak

Walking
speed (m/s)

Antispa
smodics

MST + tDCSsham 01 F 19 19.6 12 C7 D 40 141 18.9 1.27 Yes

02 M 37 22.4 228 C7 D 45 151 27.5 1.43 Yes

03 M 55 26.6 12 C5 D 35 134 24.5 0.20 No

04 M 58 19.4 46 C5 D 48 107 15.1 1.32 Yes

05 F 33 18.6 115 C4 D 28 116 14.0 0.66 Yes

06 M 56 27.2 98 C5 D 49 180 24.5 1.84 Yes

07 M 20 26.6 24 C5 D 30 153 21.8 0.31 Yes

08 M 50 23.3 236 C5 D 43 112 11.4 0.18 No

09 M 60 29.9 35 C5 D 47 152 11.2 0.82 No

10 M 54 31.1 12 C4 D 31 115 13.6 0.50 Yes

11 M 51 25.5 32 C4 D 32 110 12.0 0.36 Yes

12 F 63 18.6 65 T8 D 25 145 22.0 0.30 Yes

13 M 36 21.3 202 C6 D 22 153 18.4 0.47 Yes

14 F 62 15.8 188 C4 C 45 110 10.3 0.47 No

Mean
(SD)

N/A 46.7
(15.0)

23.3
(4.6)

93.2
(85.3)

N/A N/A 37.1
(9.2)

134.2
(22.7)

17.5
(5.8)

0.72
(0.53)

N/A

MST + tDCS 01 F 48 20.6 42 T6 D 39 127 22.9 0.62 Yes

02 M 44 25.7 246 C6 D 36 124 24.8 0.20 Yes

03 M 50 19.3 276 C5 D 30 125 14.7 0.07 Yes

04 M 49 30.4 31 C4 D 50 167 21.7 1.77 Yes

05 M 45 25.9 22 C4 C 26 112 16.2 0.87 Yes

06 F 29 19.8 11 T8 D 42 154 14.7 0.73 No

07 M 47 39.6 11 C4 D 49 101 7.3 0.86 Yes

08 M 69 27.8 24 C4 D 47 143 13.9 0.45 Yes

09 M 51 30.9 75 C4 D 36 123 13.8 0.07 Yes

10 M 64 25.1 66 C7 D 48 115 15.7 0.34 Yes

11 F 59 21.0 59 C7 D 49 104 12.8 1.09 Yes

Mean
(SD)

N/A 50.5
(10.7)

26.0
(6.1)

78.5
(93.0)

N/A N/A 41.1
(8.3)

126.8
(20.5)

16.2
(5.0)

0.64
(0.51)

N/A

MST + tDCSsham, motor skill training plus sham transcranial direct current stimulation; MST+tDCS, motor skill training plus active transcranial direct current stimulation;
M, male; F, female; BMI, body mass index (m/kg2); TSI, time since injury (months at enrollment); NLI, neurological level of injury; AIS, American Spinal Injury Association
Impairment Scale classification; LEMS, lower extremity motor score (combined limbs); GXT HRpeak , graded exercise test peak heart rate (bpm); GXT VO2peak , graded
exercise test peak oxygen uptake (ml/kg/min).

time points revealed a significant increase in weaker limb ACC
from D1 to D2pre (Md = 0.93, IQR = 0.87–0.95), Z = −2.93,
p = 0.003, and from D2post (Md = 0.92, IQR = 0.87–0.95) to D3pre
(Md = 0.92, IQR = 0.88–0.96), Z = –2.26, p = 0.024. There were no
within-day differences in weaker limb ACC. Pairwise comparison
of between-day time points revealed a significant increase in
stronger limb ACC from D2post (Md = 0.93, IQR = 0.89–0.95)
to D3pre (Md = 0.94, IQR = 0.91–0.95), Z = −2.01, p = 0.045,
and a decrease from D3post (Md = 0.94, IQR = 0.92–0.96) to
D4pre (Md = 0.93, IQR = 0.91–0.95), Z = −2.08, p = 0.037.
There were no within-day differences in stronger limb ACC.
Paired comparisons of TLA (stronger limb) and ACC (weaker
limb) for the full study sample are presented in Figure 5 and
Table 2.

Balance Function
Analyses revealed a significant effect of TIME on the BBS, F(1,
23) = 7.16, p = 0.01, and FES-I, F(1, 23) = 12.43, p < 0.01.
There was no effect of GROUP or TIME × GROUP interaction
for either measure. In the absence of between-groups differences

or interaction effects, post hoc analyses for the BBS and FES-I
were carried out for the full study sample. Pairwise comparisons
revealed a significant increase in BBS total score from D1
(M = 39.0, SD = 14.2) to D5 (M = 41.1, SD = 13.3), t(24) = 2.78,
p = 0.01, and a decrease in FES-I total score from D1 (M = 35.3,
SD = 10.2) to D5 (M = 32.6, SD = 8.8), t(24) = −3.52, p < 0.01.
Paired comparisons of the BBS and FES-I for the full study sample
are presented in Figure 6 and Table 2.

DISCUSSION

We examined the effects of a 3-day moderate-intensity MST
program on measures of walking and balance function in
participants with MISCI. Participation in brief MST was
associated with significant increases in overground walking
speed, cadence, bilateral stride length, stronger limb TLA, and
weaker limb ACC. Measures of balance function and perceived
fear of falling were also improved. We further examined whether
combining MST with tDCS would lead to greater improvements
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FIGURE 4 | Overground walking speed (m/s) across all time points among the MST+tDCSsham group (blue line with square marker), MST+tDCS group (orange line
with square marker), and the combined study sample (black line with circle marker). Solid lines indicate between-day (offline), and hashed lines indicate within-day
(online) time intervals during the intervention period. No between-groups differences were observed. ∗Significant difference between time points for the combined
study sample (p < 0.10).

in outcomes compared to MST alone. Concurrent application
of tDCS failed to produce greater improvements in walking and
balance function compared to MST plus sham tDCS. MST was
associated with change in the primary outcome (walking speed)
approaching or exceeding observations in longer-term locomotor
training studies. Furthermore, among those walking outcomes
that were positively influenced by MST intervention, between-
day (offline) effects contributed to a greater percentage of total
change in outcomes compared to within-day (online) effects.

Improved Walking Performance
Following Brief Motor Skill Training
Several randomized clinical trials involving various multi-week
locomotor training interventions have reported improvements
in overground walking speed ranging from 0.01 to 0.16 m/s
(Alexeeva et al., 2011; Field-Fote and Roach, 2011; Jones et al.,
2014b; Kapadia et al., 2014; Lotter et al., 2020). Despite the
brief 3-day training period of our intensive MST program,
our results were comparable to these prior studies (i.e., 1
walking speed = 0.13 m/s), although the magnitude of change
did not reach the minimally clinically important difference of
0.15 m/s previously reported in this population (Forrest et al.,
2014). Major limitations of prior investigations are the time
and resources (e.g., capital, technology, personnel) needed to
deploy the interventions. We investigated a motor skill training
circuit of locomotor-related activities that required little to no
equipment and could feasibly be implemented with supervision

in the home or community. The MST program encouraged
ballistic, cyclic volitional movement sequences that provoked
a moderate-intensity cardiovascular response. These features of
the MST circuit contrast with prevailing locomotor training
approaches that emphasize guided massed practice stepping
on a treadmill, either with or without bodyweight support
or robotic assistance (Hannold et al., 2006; Field-Fote and
Roach, 2011; Merholz et al., 2012). Aside from limitations on
accessibility, these approaches often constrain the individual’s
ability to actively explore motor solutions needed to successfully
manage “real-world” environmental conditions (Mutha et al.,
2011), such as the need to rapidly modulate step speed while
traversing a crosswalk or modulating step height to successfully
navigate a curb. While in our study the MST circuit was delivered
in a clinical laboratory setting with a single person providing
all supervision, the magnitude of improvement in overground
walking speed over a short intervention period suggests value
in further investigation. The MST intervention may be a viable
supplement or alternative to locomotor training in cases where
time and/or available resources are limited.

In addition to improvements in walking speed, participation
in 3 days of MST was associated with significant increases in
stride frequency (cadence) and length. Gait kinematics associated
with walking impairments in persons with SCI have been
reported extensively (Field-Fote and Tepavac, 2002; Pepin et al.,
2003; Nooijen et al., 2009; Awai and Curt, 2014; Sohn et al., 2018;
Ardestani et al., 2019). Both stride frequency and stride length
are coupled to walking speed modulation in non-injured adults
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TABLE 2 | Between-day (blue columns), within-day (white columns), and cumulative (orange column) change in outcomes across time intervals.

Time intervals

Baseline Intervention 24-h
follow-up

Cumulative

Outcomes 1D1-D2pre 1D2pre-D2post 1D2post-D3pre 1D3pre-D3post 1D3post-D4pre 1D4pre-D4post 1D4post-D5 1D1-D5

Walking speed (m/s) 0.06*
(0.08)

p = 0.001

0.00
(0.07)

p = 0.740

0.03*
(0.07)

p = 0.027

0.02
(0.05)

p = 0.160

0.01
(0.08)

p = 0.728

0.01
(0.07)

p = 0.502

0.01
(0.09)

p = 0.704

0.13*
(0.13)

p < 0.001

Cadence (strides/min) 4.2*
(7.7)

p = 0.012

0.5
(4.3)

p = 0.605

2.0*
(4.6)

p = 0.039

0.8
(3.8)

p = 0.295

0.9
(5.8)

p = 0.484

0.3
(5.1)

p = 0.687

0.6
(5.6)

p = 0.600

9.3*
(9.1)

p < 0.001

SL-weaker (cm) 5.7*
(7.1)

p < 0.001

−1.2
(6.5)

p = 0.361

3.0*
(5.8)

p = 0.017

1.2
(5.2)

p = 0.251

−0.4
(5.2)

p = 0.708

0.4
(4.5)

p = 0.552

0.0
(5.2)

p = 0.899

8.7*
(9.1)

p < 0.001

SL-stronger (cm) 5.8*
(7.3)

p < 0.001

−0.7
(6.4)

p = 0.579

2.6*
(5.7)

p = 0.034

1.4
(4.7)

p = 0.133

−0.7
(5.2)

p = 0.516

0.3
(4.9)

p = 0.723

−0.2
(6.3)

p = 0.797

8.3*
(9.0)

p < 0.001

TLA-weaker (◦) 0.75*
(2.1)

p = 0.081

−0.22
(2.9)

p = 0.716

0.57
(2.5)

p = 0.259

−0.12
(1.8)

p = 0.738

0.13
(1.8)

p = 0.723

0.16
(1.4)

p = 0.580

−0.61*
(1.5)

p = 0.052

0.67
(2.8)

p = 0.237

TLA-stronger (◦) 0.95
(2.8)

p = 0.104

−0.18
(1.8)

p = 0.619

0.10
(1.9)

p = 0.787

0.86*
(1.9)

p = 0.031

−0.80*
(1.7)

p = 0.026

0.48
(1.5)

p = 0.129

−0.07
(1.6)

p = 0.829

1.34*
(2.8)

p = 0.023

ACC-weaker 0.02*
(0.00 to 0.05)

p = 0.003

0.00
(−0.03 to 0.01)

p = 0.129

0.01*
(−0.01 to 0.03)

p = 0.024

0.00
(0.00 to 0.02)

p = 0.378

−0.01
(−0.02 to 0.03)

p = 0.125

0.00
(−0.01 to 0.02)

p = 0.551

0.00
(−0.01 to 0.01)

p = 0.843

0.01*
(0.00 to 0.43)

p = 0.011

ACC-stronger 0.01
(−0.01 to 0.01)

p = 0.278

0.00
(−0.01 to 0.02)

p = 0.537

0.01*
(0.00 to 0.02)

p = 0.045

0.00
(−0.01 to 0.02)

p = 0.249

−0.01*
(−0.02 to 0.01)

p = 0.037

0.01
(−0.02 to 0.02)

p = 0.586

−0.01
(−0.02 to 0.01)

p = 0.180

0.01
(−0.02 to 0.01)

p = 0.637

BBS (total score) 2.0*
(3.7)

p = 0.010

FES-I (total score) −2.6*
(3.8)

p = 0.002

ACC reported as median (IQR). All other outcomes reported as mean (SD). *Significant difference between time points with corresponding data in bold (p values for walking
speed, cadence, stride length, TLA, BBS, and FES-I derived from paired-samples t-test; p values for ACC derived from Wilcoxon signed-rank test). SL-Weaker, weaker
limb stride length; SL-Stronger, stronger limb stride length; TLA-Weaker, weaker limb trailing limb angle; TLA-Stronger, stronger limb trailing limb angle; ACC-Weaker,
weaker limb angular component of the coefficient of correspondence; ACC-Stronger, stronger limb angular component of the coefficient of correspondence; BBS, Berg
Balance Scale; FES-I, Falls-Efficacy Scale-International version.

(van Hedel et al., 2006). In persons with SCI, muscle weakness
and diminished capacity to produce high-velocity muscle actions
of the lower limbs limit maximal walking speed, primarily
through an effect on reduced cadence (Pepin et al., 2003). In a
12-week stratified, randomized study comparing four different
overground and treadmill-based locomotor training strategies,
both cadence and bilateral stride length were increased, regardless
of approach (Nooijen et al., 2009). We observed an increase in
cadence of 9.3 strides/min following only 3 days of training,
which was comparable to the most effective approach examined
in the previous study (i.e., overground training; 10.0 strides/min)
and superior to all other modes of training examined (i.e.,
treadmill-based training; 3.0–7.8 strides/min).

Motor training interventions that emphasize high-velocity,
ballistic volitional actions, as opposed to repetitive, constant
velocity movements, may provide a more robust stimulus for
increasing stride frequency in persons with SCI. In a case series

report of persons with MISCI, 12-weeks of lower extremity
resistance and ballistic plyometric training was associated with
an increase in bilateral stride length but not cadence (Gregory
et al., 2007). Failure of ballistic training to increase cadence
in the case series report could be attributed to higher average
baseline walking speeds among their small cohort (M = 1.08
m/s) compared to our sample (M = 0.69 m/s) as prior evidence
suggests that maximal cadence plateaus as walking speeds
approach 1.0 m/s in this population (Pepin et al., 2003). Longer
training studies are needed to determine whether there is
a ceiling effect for cadence following prolonged exposure to
our MST circuit.

In addition to cadence and stride length, modulation of
walking speed, in particular the transition from slow to fast
walking, is aided by the individual’s ability to alter propulsive
forces during locomotion (Peterson et al., 2011). In aging adults,
smaller propulsive forces and an increased emphasis on more
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FIGURE 5 | Weaker limb intralimb coordination (ACC) (top figure) and stronger limb trailing limb angle (TLA) (bottom figure) across all time points for the combined
study sample. Open circle markers represent the mean at each time point. Solid lines indicate between-day (offline), and hashed lines indicate within-day (online)
time intervals during the intervention period (line for the ACC reflected at the median). ∗Significant difference between time points (p < 0.10). Higher ACC values
indicate improved cycle-to-cycle intralimb coordination (ACC = 1.0 indicates perfect cycle-to-cycle consistency in hip-knee relative motion).

proximal leg muscles for power generation are associated with
diminished walking capacity (i.e., speed and distance; Browne
and Franz, 2018). In persons with stroke (Peterson et al., 2010;
Awad et al., 2015, 2020) and SCI (Peters et al., 2018), impaired
central drive (Wirth et al., 2008b; Bravo-Esteban et al., 2015;
Awad et al., 2020) and muscle weakness (DiPiro et al., 2015;
Roelker et al., 2019) contribute to decreased magnitude and rate
of lower limb force development, culminating in diminished
propulsive impulse and slower walking speeds. Interventions that
increase corticospinal drive and facilitate volitional ability to
rapidly recruit muscles of locomotion may enhance propulsive
force generation and improve the capacity to modulate walking
speed. Trailing limb angle has been validated as a surrogate
measure of propulsive force in healthy adults (Hsiao et al.,
2015) and individuals post-stroke (Lewek and Sawicki, 2019).
To our knowledge, we are the first to characterize the effects
of motor training on TLA during overground walking in
persons with MISCI.

Baseline peak TLA of the stronger and weaker limbs among
our sample (M = 19.2◦) were lower than previous reports in
non-injured adults (M = 26.3◦) (Miyazaki et al., 2019). Three
days of ballistic, cyclic MST was associated with a significant
increase in stronger but not weaker TLA. The magnitude of
change in stronger TLA (1M = 1.3◦) is comparable to a
12-week study in persons with stroke, where treadmill and
overground locomotor training was associated with an increase
in both paretic and non-paretic TLA of approximately 2◦ (Hsiao
et al., 2016). Ballistic training involving rapid, explosive muscle
contractions is associated with greater task-specific adaptations
compared to low-velocity training (Tschopp et al., 2011; Cordner
et al., 2021). Increased corticospinal drive (Schubert et al.,
2008), earlier onset motor unit activation (Van Cutsem et al.,
1998), increased type II muscle fiber recruitment (Wilson et al.,
2012), and increased rate of force development (Del Vecchio
et al., 2019) are aspects of ballistic training that may support
improved forward propulsion kinematics and facilitate walking
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FIGURE 6 | Berg Balance Scale (BBS) total score (left figure) and Falls Efficacy Scale-International (FES-I) total score (right figure) from baseline (D1) to 24-h
post-intervention (D5) for the combined study sample. Open circle markers represent the mean at each time point. ∗Significant difference between time points
(p < 0.10). Higher BBS scores indicate improved balance function. Lower FES-I scores indicate decreased self-reported fear of falling.

speed modulation in persons with motor deficits. These features
of training may account for the comparable changes in TLA
we observed despite the marked differences in training mode
and duration; however, the effects of the MST circuit in persons
with MISCI may be restricted to the less impaired limb,
where greater corticospinal tract preservation may contribute
to enhanced ability to modulate lower limb kinematics (Hope
et al., 2020). Although evidence in non-injured adults suggests
that even small-scale changes in TLA (i.e., 1 = 1.5◦) can
contribute to as much as 65% of the increase in propulsive force
generated during slow to fast walking (Hsiao et al., 2015), it
is unclear whether the modest increase in TLA we observed
was consequential to increases in walking speed among our
participants. Further analysis is needed to uncover potential
relationships between changes in TLA and walking speed in
this population.

Prior investigations have examined intralimb coordination
(hip-knee ACC) as a measure of the integrated function of
motor systems involved in cyclic locomotor behavior in persons
with SCI (Field-Fote and Tepavac, 2002; Nooijen et al., 2009;
Awai and Curt, 2014; Holleran et al., 2018). In a case series
report, up to 40 sessions of treadmill and overground step
training was associated with both positive and negative changes
in weaker limb ACC (1 range = −0.07 to 0.17; Holleran
et al., 2018). We observed similar results among our larger
sample following 3 days of MST (1 range = −0.01 to 0.13),
indicating a similar degree of variability in responsiveness among
participants, regardless of training mode or duration. In a 12-
week study of treadmill-based locomotor training combined
with peroneal nerve stimulation, 64% of participants (9/14)
demonstrated improved intralimb coordination of the weaker
limb with an average increase in ACC of 0.09 (Field-Fote and
Tepavac, 2002). Our findings were comparable in that 68%
of participants (17/25) demonstrated improvements in weaker

limb ACC, albeit the mean change among our sample was
smaller (1M = 0.03). Finally, 36-sessions of high-intensity
treadmill training was associated with a non-significant increase
in weaker limb ACC (1M = 0.04) (Leech et al., 2016).
We observed a significant increase in median weaker limb
ACC (1Md = 0.01), with mean change being comparable to
the latter study.

In light of the above, we draw three conclusions concerning
intralimb coordination. First, response of weaker limb ACC to
training was similar in terms of range and magnitude of change
reported across studies, regardless of training approach. This
suggests that adaptation of cycle-to-cycle intralimb coordination
in persons with MISCI is not limited to participation in
treadmill-based massed practice stepping protocols and that
alternative motor training approaches may yield similar benefits.
Second, although we observed a sample-wide increase in weaker
limb ACC, the magnitude of change was small and not all
participants demonstrated improvement. Moreover, we failed
to observe a change in stronger limb ACC. It is likely that
responsiveness to training is participant and limb dependent and
may be contingent upon one or more individual characteristics,
such as the degree of preserved lower limb motor function,
presence and severity of spasticity, and/or baseline functional
capacity. In fact, there was marked heterogeneity among
participants both within and between studies in terms of
baseline LEMS, walking speeds, and ACC, which could account
for the variable responses. Finally, the consistent finding of
limited and modest ranges of responses among the present
and prior studies suggests that intralimb coordination may
not be easily altered with motor training despite significant
change in other measures of walking ability. For example,
we observed marked increases in stride frequency and stride
length that coincided with significant increases in overground
walking speed, yet cycle-to-cycle intralimb coordination was little
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changed. This could indicate that the ongoing coordination,
relative timing, and maintenance of lower limb segment
positions is generally conserved, even in the face of significant
changes in other kinematic variables important for walking
speed modulation.

Improved Balance and Reduced Fear of
Falling Following Brief Motor Skill
Training
Participation in three consecutive days of MST was associated
with significant improvements in balance function (increased
BBS scores) and reduced fear of falling (decreased FES-I
scores). Muscle weakness, impaired balance, and concern for
falling contribute to a higher frequency of falls among persons
with SCI who are ambulatory (Jorgensen et al., 2017; Kahn
et al., 2019). Enhanced balance performance is associated
with improved overground walking ability, reduced incidence
of falls, and enhanced confidence in performing activities of
daily living (Datta et al., 2009; Forrest et al., 2012; Singh
et al., 2021). The finding that brief MST was associated
with a significant improvement in balance is consistent with
longer-term training interventions in participants with MISCI
(Stevens et al., 2015; Morrison et al., 2018; Neville et al.,
2019; Houston et al., 2020), although the magnitude of change
we observed (1BBS = 2.0) was smaller than these previous
reports (1BBS range = 4.5–13.0). Differences in the magnitude
of change between studies may be due to heterogeneity in
baseline motor function, time since injury at intervention
onset, and total training duration. An important distinction
between the present and prior interventions is the time,
equipment, and personnel needed to realize improvements in
balance performance. A longer-term study, including individuals
with greater balance impairments, is needed to determine
whether the magnitude of effect of the MST intervention on
upright balance would be comparable to more traditional motor
training approaches.

Despite existing evidence linking fear of falling with
diminished functional walking capacity (Gabner et al., 2021),
impaired balance (Wirz et al., 2010), and increased falls risk
(Jorgensen et al., 2017), the effect of motor training on fear
of falling has not been extensively characterized in persons
with SCI (Abou et al., 2021). As a result, it is not clear
how much improvement in the FES-I could be expected
with training or to what extent changes in this measure are
related to meaningful improvements in functional outcomes
in this population (e.g., walking and balance performance).
A single randomized controlled trial involving 6-weeks of thrice-
weekly unsupported seated balance training was associated
with a 2-point reduction in the FES-I (Boswell-Ruys et al.,
2010); however, the effect of intervention was not different
from a non-exercise control group. We observed a similar
reduction in fear of falling (1FES-I = −2.6) that coincided with
improvements in walking and balance function following 3 days
of upright motor training, suggesting a possible relationship
between the perception of falling and upright functional
capacity. Further investigation into the potential interaction

between these outcomes following longer-term intervention
would be of value.

Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation
Did Not Augment Effects of Lower
Extremity Motor Training
Despite significant differences in walking and balance outcomes
following brief MST, concurrent application of tDCS failed to
augment the effects of training. Although existing evidence
indicates that anodal tDCS applied to the motor cortex enhances
corticospinal excitability in healthy adults and in persons with
stroke (Bastani and Jaberzadeh, 2012), and that this effect
supports mechanisms that promote motor skill acquisition and
consolidation (Wittkopf et al., 2021), recent evidence suggests
a high degree of interindividual variability in motor cortical
responsiveness to tDCS (Jonker et al., 2021), which may have
contributed to lack of effect in the present study. Furthermore,
a recent meta-analysis examining effectiveness of active- vs.
sham tDCS on improving motor function after incomplete SCI
revealed a significant but small effect in favor of active-tDCS (de
Araujo et al., 2020); however, only five studies were included in
the analysis and only two studies combined tDCS with lower
extremity motor training (Kumru et al., 2016; Raithatha et al.,
2016). Both studies applied tDCS in combination with robotic-
assisted treadmill training, and while improvements in walking
ability were observed in both studies, neither reported between-
groups differences in outcomes. Our findings are consistent
with these previous reports as equivalent improvements in
walking ability were observed in both the MST+tDCS and
MST+tDCSsham groups.

There may be several reasons for our failure to observe effects
of tDCS. First, damage to spinal tracts is highly heterogenous
even among persons with similar AIS classification; as such,
differences in extent of corticospinal tract damage among
participants may have influenced individual responsiveness
to tDCS. The increased corticomotor excitability associated
with anodal tDCS is believed to augment volitional motor
control by increasing descending drive (Nitsche and Paulus,
2000). The extent of damage to descending tracts may have
limited transmission between cortical and spinal circuits in our
sample. Future studies may be improved by use of motor-
evoked potentials as a probe of responsiveness to corticomotor
stimulation (Labruna et al., 2019) and to stratify individuals
according to responders and non-responders based on the
magnitude of these evoked responses. Second, our measures
of motor function (i.e., walking and balance outcomes) may
not have been sufficiently sensitive to capture more discrete
changes in volitional motor actions previously reported to be
influenced by acute changes in corticospinal excitability. For
example, the motor cortex drives the ankle dorsiflexors on a
step-by-step basis during bipedal walking (Peterson et al., 2012),
and a single session of tDCS applied to the motor cortex is
associated with enhanced ankle control in participants with
MISCI (Yamaguchi et al., 2016). In the present study, if tDCS
did influence ankle motor control, the effect did not manifest
as improved responses in walking and balance performance
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among participants who received active tDCS. Based on our
findings, combining MST with tDCS did not confer greater
advantage on lower extremity motor tasks involving upright
mobility compared to MST alone.

Within-Day (Online) vs. Between-Day
(Offline) Effects
It is well-documented that training-induced procedural learning
is achieved through a combination of online [acquisition (within-
day)] and offline [consolidation (between-day)] processes
(Robertson et al., 2004; Dayan and Cohen, 2011). This study
is the first to characterize within-day and between-day changes
in walking outcomes over multiple consecutive days of lower
extremity motor training in persons with MISCI, and to assess the
effect of adding tDCS. Offline effects of intensive MST accounted
for the largest percentage of total change in walking speed,
cadence, and stride length. In addition, change in these measures
was only observed during offline time intervals. These effects
were not further influenced by the addition of tDCS.

Aerobic exercise and non-invasive brain stimulation have
each been explored as potential neuromodulation approaches
that have the capacity to reinforce mechanisms that subserve
neuroplasticity and promote motor learning (Nitsche et al.,
2003; Singh et al., 2014b; Skriver et al., 2014; Holman and
Staines, 2021; Kim et al., 2021a). Intensive aerobic exercise
facilitates neuroplasticity through various mechanisms,
including enhanced blood flow to the motor cortex (Singh
and Staines, 2015), upregulation of glucocorticoids (Milani
et al., 2010) and neurotrophic factors (He et al., 2013), and
increased states of arousal (McMorris et al., 2015). A single-
session of moderate- to high-intensity aerobic exercise is
associated with an increase in brain-derived neurotrophic
factor (Mang et al., 2014), enhanced long-term potentiation-
like plasticity (Singh et al., 2014b), and greater retention
of skilled motor tasks (Holman and Staines, 2021). These
processes are believed to augment motor skill training
through an effect on motor program consolidation (offline
processes) (Wanner et al., 2020). Likewise, anodal tDCS
applied to the motor cortex induces changes in neuronal
excitability that outlast the stimulation period (Monte-Silva
et al., 2013), and when combined with motor training, is
believed to facilitate learning through NMDA-dependent long-
term potentiation and an effect on motor skill consolidation
(Cocco et al., 2018).

While intensive MST was associated with significant
improvements in measures of walking performance that
appeared to be reinforced during the 24-h interval between
training days, we failed to observe an additive effect of tDCS
on either online or offline motor performance. The finding
concerning lack of effect of tDCS on motor performance
consolidation contrasts with prior motor training studies in
non-injured adults. For example, both single session (Kim
et al., 2021b) and multi-day (Reis et al., 2009) application of
tDCS combined with upper limb motor training is associated
with greater offline, but not online, improvements in motor
performance when compared to sham tDCS. Likewise, in the

lower limb, tDCS combined with motor training is associated
with greater post-intervention (offline) improvements in
a visuomotor stepping activity (Tseng et al., 2020) and a
visuomotor tracking task (Sriraman et al., 2014) compared
to sham stimulation. Despite these studies, there is a paucity
of research investigating the temporal influence of tDCS
on functional motor performance in persons with SCI,
but our findings suggest that previous observations of
offline consolidation effects of tDCS may not hold true for
walking-related outcomes in this population.

It should be noted that much, but not all, of the offline change
in walking outcomes following MST occurred between baseline
(D1) and immediately prior to the first day of intervention on
Day-2 (D2pre). We propose two possible explanations to account
for this observation. First, it is possible that the inclusion of
a maximal aerobic exercise test at D1 facilitated processes that
enhanced learning of the walking test at D2pre. At baseline,
participants completed multiple bouts of fast walking, followed
by upright standing balance tests, and ending with an intensive
maximal graded exercise test to fatigue. Evidence highlighting
the influence of intensive exercise on mechanisms that promote
motor learning has been detailed in a previous section.
It is possible that baseline aerobic exercise testing induced
physiological mechanisms that augmented improvements in
walking performance at D2pre. It may be prudent in future
studies to conduct aerobic exercise testing on a separate day from
outcomes testing to avoid possible influence of acute exercise
on subsequent tests of motor performance. Second, we cannot
rule out presence of a simple learning effect wherein performing
the walking test at D1 resulted in improved performance at
D2pre. Future studies may be improved by including multiple
baseline assessments at different time points to establish stable
pre-training levels of walking performance prior to intervention.

LIMITATIONS

Despite being the largest available study of intensive, high-
velocity, volitional lower extremity motor training to improve
walking outcomes in persons with SCI, and the largest study of
tDCS to augment lower extremity function in this population,
several limitations are considered. First, due to COVID-19
restrictions, our recruitment goal of 30 participants was not
reached (n = 25) and between-groups sample sizes were
unbalanced, which may have contributed to an inability to detect
between-groups differences; however, statistical modeling has
indicated that, in pilot studies, a sample size of 12 participants per
group is sufficient for estimating mean change and variability in
outcomes (Julious, 2005). Even if statistically significant between-
groups differences were detected in the present study, it is
doubtful that the magnitude of these differences would have been
clinically meaningful. Second, mean baseline walking speed and
total LEMS differed between groups, favoring the MST+tDCSsham
group in the former case and the MST+tDCS group in the latter.
Furthermore, these measures were higher among our participants
compared to some prior studies. Existing evidence from persons
with SCI indicates that lower extremity strength is associated
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with walking speed (DiPiro et al., 2015), and baseline walking
speed may be a predictor of responsiveness to training (Jones
et al., 2014a). Third, various tDCS electrode montages have been
proposed for modulating underlying neurophysiology, although
the optimal montage has yet to be determined. The findings
should be viewed within the context of the specific montage we
used. Furthermore, it has been reported that sham tDCS may
exert a small effect on corticospinal excitability (Dissanayaka
et al., 2018); however, there is little evidence that transient
shifts in neuronal excitability induced by sham stimulation are
sufficient to produce changes in functional outcomes. Finally, the
absence of a non-MST control group complicates interpretation
of the unique contributions of the MST intervention. The
addition of such a group could strengthen future studies.

CONCLUSION

Restoration of motor function, including walking and balance,
is central to rehabilitation for persons with MISCI and has
implications for long-term health and independence for persons
with motor deficits resulting from spinal injury. The time, effort,
and costs associated with obtaining meaningful improvements
in function after injury are of ongoing interest. The MST
circuit was designed to capitalize on the physiologic evidence
for intensive training to activate neuroplastic mechanisms and
to increase corticospinal drive through volitional engagement.
Furthermore, the intent was to address limitations posed by
traditional locomotor training approaches that emphasize slow,
repetitive massed-practice stepping, lengthy training periods, and
costly equipment that lacks long-term accessibility. While no
effect of tDCS was identified, the cyclic, ballistic training activities
appear to promote improvements in walking speed, relevant
gait kinematics, and balance performance. Larger studies with
longer training periods are needed to determine whether greater
improvements in function can be realized.
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